January 16, 2012
Nation of Change

Dear Sonia Alexander-White and Elizabeth Miller

Global Exchange is pleased to acknowledge receipt from Nation of Change of $10,000 in funds designated for communications infrastructure and food and supplies costs for the Occupy Wall St West January 20, 2012, actions and follow-on organizing.

Global Exchange is a non-profit organization; our 501 (c)(3) identification number is: 94-3066686. We received your donation in the amount of ($10,000) on January 13, 2012 via bank transfer. The gift is fully tax-deductible: per IRS requirements, we certify that no goods or services were provided to you for this donation.

We intend to disburse the funds in the following manner (although the specific amounts may vary slightly due to changes in costs since the original estimate was provided)--

Communications Infrastructure ($6,980):

- $600 for 1 year access to evictions and foreclosures database
- $700 for occupywallstwest.org and twenty neighborhood website network
- $1100 for 8TB RAID disk setup for video capture and editing
- $600 for Panasonic video camera
- $100 night vision LED light for video shoots
- $80 hot spot physical device
- $1200 10GB hot spot service for 1 year (not for video streaming)
- $100 smart phone for deployment at actions and video streaming
- $2400 smart phone service for 1 year
- $100 for two+ cases of paper

Food and Supplies ($3,020):

- food
- containers
- possibly transport costs

Once all the funds have been disbursed, we will send you another letter confirming the final disposition of the funds. Once again, thank you so much for supporting the Occupy Wall St West actions and organization.

Sincerely,
Kirsten Moller
Founding Director
Global Exchange